
Ethernet Virtual Private Line (EVPL) is a carrier-grade Layer-2 E-Line point-to-point transport service where Ethernet packets are 
delivered over optical fiber making it possible to meet bandwidth demands with a cost effective, scalable alternative to legacy 
connectivity solutions such as TDM, SONET, ATM and Frame Relay networks. It is an end-to-end Ethernet network service 
where businesses attach their LAN to a User-Network Interface (UNI) using a standard copper or fiber Ethernet interface to 
access the Arvig network. An Ethernet Virtual Connection (EVC) is used to connect UNIs to enable the transfer of Ethernet 
service frames between them.

A choice of EVPL topologies is available to meet business networking needs. A point-to-point connection when there are only 
two locations involved or a point-to-multipoint service providing connectivity between a hub location and multiple sites. A 
one-to-many (hub and spoke) configuration can be used to connect a central site to branch offices, allowing each branch to 
exchange traffic with the main site. EVPL service can also be used to provide a private Ethernet transport between a business 
location to a Arvig POP or other Data Center for cross-connecting to cloud service providers

>  HOW ETHERNET VIRTUAL PRIVATE LINE WORKS 
 EVPL is a fully managed Layer-2 Ethernet service connecting LANs within the same metropolitan area using an optical fiber 

transport. In select markets, it is also possible to connect office LANs located in different metropolitan areas over Arvig’s Inter-
city transport. Flexible bandwidth options are available.

 Point-to-point and point-to-multipoint (hub and spoke) data transport configurations are supported. Physical and virtual 
connections are used to satisfy specific business requirements. Data is transmitted between two locations using a simple 
Ethernet WAN solution. Business locations connect their LANs using router, bridge, or switch edge equipment to a User-
Network Interface (UNI) on Arvig provided network terminating equipment using standard Ethernet interfaces. Ethernet Virtual 
Connections (EVCs) are  used to transmit and receive Ethernet packets among connected sites.

>  BENEFITS

> ETHERNET

+ Flexible bandwidth ranging from 10Mbps  
to 10Gbps

+ Simple Ethernet WAN solution seamlessly 
interconnect two remote locations together

+ No protocol conversion required ensuring 
interoperability between your LAN and wide  
area network

+ Point-to-point, point-to-multipoint configurations 
allowing you to build a tailor-made high-speed 
network

+ Prioritize traffic via Class of Service assignments

+ Delivered directly to your terminating equipment 
via copper or fiber interfaces

+ SLAs supported by geographically diverse NOCs
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  POINT-TO-POINT EVPL SERVICE
This is a private point-to-point service provided over an Ethernet platform. Unlike traditional leased circuits to connect 
two locations, EVPL delivers Ethernet packets over a more economic and efficient fiber cable and offers granularity of 
bandwidth to satisfy current data needs. 

With EVPL, a point-to-point EVC connects the two endpoints acting as a transport enabling the secure and unaltered 
transfer of Ethernet service frames between them.

Bandwidth upgrades can be carried out easily to existing service. Because no physical work is required for an upgrade 
on the same Ethernet interface, lead-times for upgrades are shortened.

  POINT-TO-MULTIPOINT EVPL SERVICE
Provides a hub-and-spoke configuration where multiple point-to-point connections are homed to a single hub or 
aggregation point. A one-to-many configuration option can interconnect multiple sites with far less complexity than 
meshed or hub and spoke connections implemented with other point-to-point networking technologies such as 
Frame Relay or ATM and IP-VPN services. Select the bandwidth needed for each location. 

Point-to-point EVCs are used to logically connect each remote location to the home office. No IP addressing changes 
are required and does not require VPN equipment, and customers have autonomy over the IP routing. 

Layer-2 VPN is available and different Class of Service attributes can be assigned for each location or application.
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  BANDWIDTH
EVPL combines high bandwidth with low cost, simple 
installation and maintenance to provide application scalability, 
and enables a network that can accommodate emerging 
technologies. Funneling LAN traffic through lower bandwidth 
becomes a juggling act, and difficult to manage performance, 
but Arvig offers scalable bandwidth to meet needs of today 
with the ability to quickly and easily scale to larger bandwidth 
as business needs grow.

Standard Bandwidth Options: 
FastE: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100Mbps 
GigE: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000Mbps 
10GigE: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10Gbps

  CLASS OF SERVICE / QUALITY OF SERVICE
EVPL services provide full-duplex communication between sites. By default, traffic is not prioritized and is sent as best 
effort using first-in, first-out queuing using the entire available bandwidth. The customer can apply a Class of Service to 
prioritize traffic and to restrict bandwidth usage. 802.1p priority bits within the customer’s 802.1Q VLAN tags are used to 
establish data prioritization.  

  LAYER-2 VPN MANAGED SERVICE
EVPL services allow untagged frames in addition to VLAN tagged frames to be sent. Customer VLANs are preserved and 
customers are free to assign any VLAN IDs and VLAN CoS values they want to meet their needs.

Overlapping VLAN IDs can be used across the network between sites providing a Layer-2 VPN using Arvig’s VLAN Stacking 
(or Q-in-Q) capability. One or more VLANs may be mapped to an EVC to be transported with transparency. Multiple VLANs 
may be bundled into one EVC at the UNI.
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Based on Arvig service area, some restrictions apply. This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer. ©Arvig 2016

  DEMARCATION / INTERFACE / PORT TYPES
Arvig typically installs Ethernet equipment and a Cat-67 or Fiber 
Distribution Panel located in the Minimum Point of Entry (MPOE) for 
the facility. Customers are responsible for extending the demarcation 
point to their wire/LAN closet, office suite, computer room, etc.

The port interface to the Arvig Ethernet  
network can be copper or fiber.

Copper: 10BASE-T | 100BASE-TX | 1000BASE-TX 
Fiber: 1000BASE-SX/LX | 10GBASE-SR/LR 
Duplex: Full duplex only

  SERVICE RELIABILITY
Arvig is dedicated to providing outstanding network performance and support. Ethernet services are delivered over highly 
reliable fiber circuits end-toend and service reliability may be further enhanced through optional route protection. 

Network Service Level:
+ Network Availability: 99.5% (unprotected) | 99.95% (protected) + Latency: > 15ms within 500 fiber miles

+ Packet Loss: < 0.01%      + MTTR: 8 hrs (unprotected) | 4 hrs (protected)

Proactive network monitoring is performed for circuit faults and proactive measures are taken to restore upon notification.  
A comprehensive database of all relevant information associated with the Arvig fiber routes and equipment is kept to ensure 
prompt identification and appropriate response to routine and corrective maintenance situations.

Cable and conduit maintenance and repair is performed on a twenty-four (24) hour per day, seven (7) days per week basis. 
Arvig utilizes only qualified personnel, office services, vehicles, and all tools and materials required for the safe and proper 
performance of network monitoring, maintenance procedures and emergency restoration.  
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Service Details
+ 10M–10G of scalable bandwidth   

(FastE, GigE or 10GigE)

+ Point-to-point, point-to-multipoint

+ Layer 2 VLAN with options for QoS  
and route protection

+ SLAs supported by geographically  
diverse NOCs

+ Fully managed with low Total Cost  
of Ownership

Connectivity
+ Metro and longhaul fiber on   

national network

+ Thousands of on-net buildings, 
including Colo Hotels, DCs  
and POPs

+ Continually expanding to bring   
more buildings on-net

+ Standard fiber or copper   
demarcation handoff

Flexibility
+ Add locations and scale    

bandwidth as needed

+ Support multiple services from   
one interface - VoIP, Video, Data

+ End-to-end network control
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